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1.

Executive Summary

This report summarises the outcomes and observations on the effectiveness of various
deterrence measures that councils typically employ to restrict access to public land and
deter illegal dumping activities. The purpose of the trial was to document the efficacy of the
measures across sites with various dumping activity characteristics.
The trial identified the importance of understanding the characteristics of the site to be
protected, and the type and extent of dumping activities occurring. Once this is adequately
determined, one (or a multiple) of the following management scenarios can be utilised to
restrict access to the site, and protect it from further degradation from illegal dumping
activities.
1. Installation of measures to completely eliminate vehicular access to a site;
2. Installation of measures to control vehicular access to a site (either by sectors of the
community or times of the day); and
3. Installation of measures to deter illegal dumping activities on unrestricted land (i.e.
open parkland or road reserve).
A series of decision support flowcharts have been developed from the trial observations to
assist council officers to determine which of the measures trialled would be most
appropriate for installation at any given site.
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Background to the HCCREMS Illegal Dumping Project

2.

There is anecdotal evidence to suggest that incidences of illegal dumping are increasing (and
may continue to do so) in response to the continued increases to the NSW Waste Levy and
the introduction of the ‘price on carbon’ which will further inflate landfill charges.
In February 2008 the Department of Environment and Climate Change, now the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), released a handbook for Local Government
“Crackdown on Illegal Dumping”. The handbook opened with the following statement:
Councils play a crucial role in managing and preventing illegal dumping in their
local areas. They are most familiar with the local conditions and problems
bear significant illegal dumping clean-up costs.
Local government has a considerable capacity to prevent illegal dumping as a
result of its multiple roles in the community. Council not only regulate illegal
dumping incidents after they have occurred, but also have a crucial role in
preventing illegal dumping through environmental planning, community
education, providing waste collection and disposal services and managing
public land.
Managing and reducing incidents of illegal dumping is, for many councils, another task that
utilises vital resources often needed for deployment on other equally important
environmental protection activities.
On the assumption that efforts to prevent dumping in the first place are likely to be more
cost-efficient than managing the results the EPA recommends that Councils pursue the
following mechanisms:

2.1



Increase the effort: make access difficult;



Increase the risks of getting caught;



Reduce the rewards: deny financial benefits;



Reduce provocations: don’t give them a reason to dump; and



Remove excuses: educate and inform the community.

Regional history of managing illegal dumping

Councils in the region have a long history of working individually, and together, on battling
the issue of illegal dumping. A regional “Illegal Dumping Working Group” operated for many
years and comprised officers from local councils as well as officers from a number of NSW
State Agencies responsible for managing public land. This working group was instrumental
in conducting a number of clean-up and blitz activities.
More recently, councils have partnered with the Hunter and Central Coast Regional
Environmental Management Strategy (HCCREMS) team to develop and implement illegal
dumping blitzes and community awareness campaigns in an attempt to locate illegal
dumping ‘hot-spots’, and raise awareness of the real cost of illegal dumping to the
community.
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Although there is anecdotal evidence available about the quantity and extent of illegal
dumping incidents, there is limited quantifiable information available, due in part to the
different management systems operating in each council and therefore different levels of
reporting occurring.
HCCREMS has been working with member councils for the past 3 years to capture, collate
and map available information on illegal dumping incidents in an attempt to monitor trends
and better understand the pattern and extent of illegal dumping. Project activities included:


The development of standard ‘Blitz’ event processes (to create a system approach to
conducting illegal dumping blitz activities that provide feedback to compliance
officers and clean up crews);



The development of a regional illegal dumping database to capture data and provide
intelligence to councils on the locations of dumping hot spots and trends across the
region;



The development of community engagement and awareness materials for use by
councils to promote appropriate waste disposal behaviours;



Investigation into models for the regional management and enforcement of illegal
dumping activities; and



The trial of illegal dumping deterrence measures to provide councils with
information to assist in the planning of structural works to deter dumping activities
in bushland areas.

This report provides details on the outcomes of the deterrence measures trial.
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Introduction to the Illegal Dumping Deterrence Measures Trial

3.

In an attempt to understand the effectiveness of different mechanisms to either remove or
control access to lands commonly used as illegal dumping areas or deter dumping activities,
HCCREMS resourced member councils to participate in a trial of various deterrence
mechanisms.
The trial aimed to:


Provide information on the effectiveness of measures (or combinations of measures)
in particular situations through collecting data on dumping instances prior to and
after installation of measures;



Improve knowledge around the benefits, problems, costs and factors contributing to
the successful use of a variety of deterrence measures;



Contribute information to the development of guidance on the selection of
appropriate deterrence measures to be used by Councils to make informed
decisions about what measures to install at sites with differing needs and
characteristics in their LGA.

The project was conducted in two stages:


Stage 1 trialled 8 measures at 11 sites over 13 months between February 2010 and
March 2011.



Stage 2 trialled 3 models of motion sensitive cameras and the use of a dummy
camera at 17 sites over November and December 2011.

Where possible, the project sought to establish monitoring of dumping levels for a period of
at least 3 months prior and post installation of measures (with a view to continuing the
monitoring and reporting on these measures beyond the trial period).

3.1

Project methodology

The project was implemented in the following way:
1. Site selection – Member councils nominated sites that commonly experienced illegal
dumping. Sites suitable for inclusion in the trial were selected.
2. Deterrence measure selection – based on the site characteristics, deterrence
measures were selected to be trialled at each site. Measures trialled were gates,
bollards, cable fencing, concrete blocks, earth mounds, revegetation, signage and
surveillance cameras.
3. Pre-installation monitoring – Sites involved in the trial were monitored for 3 months
prior to Stage 1 implementation of measures, to receive some understanding of the
typical dumping incidents at the site.
4. Installation of measures – all measures installed throughout the region.
5. Post installation monitoring – all sites were monitored of at least 3 months after the
installation of measures to determine if behaviours changed with the measures
installations.
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6. Analysis of outcomes - The analysis considered the following factors:


Differences, positive or negative, between average monthly dumping incidents
and volumes, before and after measures were installed;



Evidence of access breaches or attempts to gain access despite the measures in
place;



Evidence of vandalism, theft or damage of measures;



Community feedback/complaints/enquiries regarding measures;



Feedback from council staff on the usefulness, perceived effectiveness and ease
of maintenance for each measure;



Costs for design, installation and maintenance of the measures;



Difficulties encountered in design, installation, monitoring and management of
measures;



Potential cost savings that measures may have contributed to (e.g. removal of
need for clean-up and tipping costs); and



Successful fines and prosecutions that may have been assisted by measures.

The trial has provided observations on the effectiveness of the various mechanisms over
different dumping sites and conditions. Limitations of the trial include the inability to trial
each measure independently across all identified site characteristics, and by monitoring data
collected for short periods of time both before and after installation of the measures, and as
such may not adequately address any seasonal variations in dumping behaviour.
The trial observations have been used, along with advice from experienced council officers,
to develop a number of decision support flowcharts, in an attempt to provide guidance to
councils on investment in illegal dumping deterrence management activities.
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Trial Observations

4.

The trial has provided some valuable observations on the efficacy of deterrence measures at sites of
varying characteristics. The following sections provide details of the trial sites characteristics,
dumping history, the measure(s) trialled, and observations from each trial site.

Gates, bollards, cabling and concrete blocks

4.1

Gates, bollards and cabling
Locked gates are a method of allowing controlled access to sites, rather than completely eliminating
access. The trial found that gates and bollard systems installed to specification were successful in
eliminating unauthorised access. Any dumping that was continued to be experienced at sites where
gates and bollard systems were installed was attributed to:


The bollards spaced well over 2m apart and joined by metal cabling. The cables were cut and
vehicles were able to easily drive between the bollards.



Access keys for the gates were not effectively controlled enabling access by too many
people. It appeared the gate was often left open, providing general access to the site.

Further dumping was not experienced at these sites after corrective actions were taken (i.e. bollards
reinstalled to specifications and keys were more closely controlled).

Concrete blocks and cabling
Concrete blocks were trialled at sites where access is to be permanently removed. Concrete blocks
were installed in areas that have sparse vegetation along site boundaries, and were found to be
effective at eliminating access.
The concrete blocks were joined by cabling to reduce the ability for vehicles to winch individual
blocks out of the way and create a space wide enough for vehicles to pass through.
Specific details of the trial observations are included in Table 1.
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Table 1: Description of the site, measure installed and outcomes from the trial of gates, bollards, cable fencing and concrete blocks.

Deterrence
Site
Lake Macquarie
City Council Wyee Road

Site Characteristics






Wyong Shire
Council - Lot
100 and Lot 642
Lake
Munmorah









A track through an electricity
easement on the eastern side of
Wyee Rd along the side of the
railway line.
Vegetation surrounding the track
includes reasonably dense trees
and shrubs and a high incidence
of weed infestation.
Relatively flat and not easily seen
from the busy Wyee Rd.
Used recreationally by 4WDs,
although this is not a legal use.
Located within the properties on
either side of Chain Valley Bay Rd
and front the Pacific Hwy.
Vegetation is in good condition
containing some trees but
predominantly shrubby
vegetation, at times dense.
Sites are directly opposite the
Munmorah State Conservation
Area.
The sites are relatively flat and
the perimeters are somewhat
open and are visual to passing
traffic. The two properties are
owned by Darkinjung Local
Aboriginal Land Council (DLALC)
and access by the public is illegal.

Dumping Characteristics









Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

Commonly dumped
materials are household,
building and garden waste
as well as a number of large
items such as mattresses,
sofas and tyres.
Most of the dumping occurs
on the sides of the access
track between 20m and
80m into the site.

 Gates and bollard
and cable fencing.

Large scale dumping.
Commonly dumped
materials include both
domestic and commercial
wastes and are usually in
large quantities (trailer and
truck loads).
Dumping is spread
throughout the sites, mainly
occurring on the sides of
tracks towards the front of
the properties.

 Gates – standard and
custom designed
heavy duty models.
 Bollard and cable
fencing.
 Concrete blocks.

 4-6 dumping incidents with a combined
3
volume of 10.2m occurred over the 3
months prior to installation.
 2-3 incidents with a combined volume of
3
7m occurred.
 Incidents of dumping correlated with
vandalism to the cabling, and lock
mechanism.
 An additional 2 dumping incidents,
3
totalling 1.5m occurred in front of the
gate, when system not compromised
due to vandalism.
 Lot 642 had 5-6 incidents of a combined
3
total of 14m over 4 months preceding
installation of measures.
 Lot 100 was subject to 10 incidents
3
totalling 58m in the 4 months
preceding installation of measures.
 No further dumping occurred at the site
after installation of measures.
 DLALC noted (and repaired) 3 access
points following the installation of the
gates and blocks, without this active
management of the site boundary, it is
likely dumpers would have regained
access to the site.
 A complaint was received about the
blocks being “ugly”.
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4.2

Earth mounds

Earth mounds, placed directly across illegal access points, were trialled in the Great Lakes Council area. Mounds pose a difficult barrier to overcome,
and are considered to be more environmentally sensitive and aesthetically pleasing than concrete blocks due to their ability to be planted on, and built
into the existing site drainage system. Earth mounds are a significant structure, and are expected to withstand vandalism and other access attempts.
The earth mound design trialled had a steep enough face to make it impossible for 4WDs to drive over. Vehicles did drive around the mounds
highlighting the need for the mounds to have additional barriers, such as large bush rocks, installed adjacent to them to hamper access around the
edges. However, no dumping occurred as a result of these access breaches.
Following the installation of the earth mounds and bush rock, no further access breaches were encountered. Specific details of the trial are included in
Table 2 below.

Table 2: Description of the site, measure installed and outcomes from the trial of earth mounds.

Deterrence
Site
Great Lakes
Council Darawakh

Site Characteristics







Located to the north of the Tuncurry
Waste Management Facility.
Stretches for most of the length of Tip
Road (a private dirt road), extending
approximately 200m on either side of
the road where a number of tracks exist.
Used by members of the public to use
the Nature Reserve and neighbouring
beach for recreational purposes.
The dirt road has deteriorated
significantly in recent years, making the
Site more remote with less frequent use.

Dumping Characteristics






Most noted dumping
hotspot in LGA.
Network of tracks
throughout site.
Commonly dumped
materials include
household, garden and
building waste and
abandoned vehicles.
Dumping occurs
throughout the tracks
on the site.
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Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

 Earth-mounds.

 An indeterminate number of incidents
occurred prior to installation measures,
3
some 9m of waste was dumped.
 No further dumping occurred at the site
after installation of measures.
 Access to both sites was noted as 4WDs
drove over vegetation at the sides of the
constructed mounds. Rocks and logs
were installed to restrict further access.

4.3

Revegetation

Revegetation, as a physical barrier, to eliminate access to sites, was trialled. To protect the plant stocks from being driven over whilst the plants
became established, log barriers were used in front of the revegetation activities.
Following planting of tube stock and the placement of the log and rock barriers, no further incidents of dumping occurred at the site. However, it was
observed that one incident of dumping did occur in front of the log.
Specific details of the trial are included in Table 3 below.

Table 3: Description of the site, measure installed and outcomes from the trial of revegetation.

Deterrence
Site
Lake Macquarie
City Council Barnsley

Site Characteristics









Located at the end of Cliffbrook
St and is bordered by an
electricity easement on the
western side and by Cockle Creek
on the east.
The site includes a creek-side
track with two access points to
the electricity easement.
Used for recreational pursuits.
Vegetation is of good condition,
containing reasonably dense
trees and shrubs.
Relatively flat.

Dumping Characteristics




Known dumping hotspot for a
number of years.
Dumping activities occur out
of line of sight from the road.
Commonly dumped materials
are household, building and
garden waste.
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Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

 Revegetation
works.
 log/ rock barriers.

 An indeterminate number of incidents
occurred prior to installation measures,
3
some 22m of waste was dumped.
 No further dumping occurred at the site
after installation of measures.
 One incident of dumping did occur in
front of the log barrier installed (but
behind the gates, indicating further
controls are required to manage access to
the keys to the gates).

4.4

Signage and community awareness

Signage and engagement with nearby communities to assist with deterring illegal dumping activities was included in the trial. Letters were sent to
residents neighbouring the trial site to explain the problems caused by illegal dumping and asking for assistance in reducing the incidents of illegal
dumping. Signage was installed at entrances to the trial sites notifying that Council was monitoring for illegal dumping activity.
Signage and mail-outs to residents appeared to have little impact on dumping pressures over the trial period. Although an increased number of calls
were received by council in relation to the letters, no offenders details were recorded, and the signage did not act as a significant deterrent to dumpers.
One of the signs was vandalised soon after installation, and was not repaired until after the trial period, possibly reducing the effectiveness of the
deterrent at the site.
Specific details of the trial are included in Table 4 below.

Table 4: Description of the site, measure installed and outcomes from the trial of signage.

Deterrence
Site
Singleton
Council McNamara Park
and Herbert
Reserve

Site Characteristics









Located on either side of the Wollombi
Brook with McNamara Park on Broke
Rd and Herbert Reserve on Milbrodale
Rd.
Relatively flat, open and sparsely
vegetated with large trees.
Sites used for regular community
events like the Broke Fair and for
camping.
Easy access to McNamara Park site is
offered due to open vegetation along
roads; however a loop road within the
site exists which most vehicles use.
There is a single access to the Herbert
Reserve with access restricted by a
ridge along the front of the site, the
river on one side and fencing on the
other.

Dumping Characteristics




Commonly dumped
materials are household
and trailer loads of
garden waste and
general camping waste.
Illegal dumping of
garden waste at
McNamara Park has
been exacerbated by
historical use of the site
by Council works crews
as a temporary storage
place for vegetation
waste. This practice
ceased prior to the trial
commencing in June
2010.
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Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

 Signage.
 local mail-out .

 The site was subject to numerous
3
dumping incidents totalling 33m over 4
months prior to the installation of
deterrence measures.
3
 Some 82m of material was dumped at
the sites during the 3 months after the
installation of the measures.
 Signage was vandalised within 2 weeks of
installation, and removed for repair, this
was not re-installed during the 3 months
of monitoring, making the trial ineffective.

Surveillance cameras

4.5

Surveillance cameras were included in the trial as this technology is being used more often in law enforcement activities, and can provide councils with
more details on offenders and assist with material evidence in legal proceedings. Both Stages 1 and 2 included surveillance cameras, as a number of
camera models (including a dummy camera) were used in an attempt to determine the effectiveness of the different functionality available. Camera
models trialled were the Bushnell Trophy Cam; Track Snap Digital Eye; Predator Evolution XR; Hide Me Cam; and the Acorn MMS Camera.
The cameras were predominantly used as ‘covert’ cameras (i.e. hidden from plain view), signage indicating cameras were in use was located at the legal
access to the (most) sites, in an attempt to address the legal responsibilities of councils related to the privacy issues of recording images of individuals.
Reports on the ease of use of the different camera models indicated the following, please note that as a number of camera models were trialled, they
are reported in separate tables (see Tables 5-9).

Bushnell Camera
Observations on the use of the Bushnell Camera include:


Council staff describe the camera as ‘easy to use’.



The camera housing is waterproof and weatherproof.



The Bushnell camera is able to take pictures at night, although there was a limited number of councils that recorded good quality images taken
at night.



The camera is difficult to hide as so much of camera needs to be showing for it to function at night (MSC, LMCC, CCC).



It is difficult to check cameras, especially in trees, without being ‘noticed’ by passing traffic/ people (CCC, MCC, GSC).



The camera, if placed in a location with vegetation close to the sensor, was having the batteries drain quickly due to large numbers of images
being captures as the vegetation moved with the wind.



The Bushnell camera should be positioned at the height of a registration plate (and almost direct facing it) to obtain a quality image (LMCC).
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Table 5: Description of the site, and outcomes from the trial of Bushnell surveillance cameras (please note that where a site was trialling multiple cameras, they are
only reported in one table).

Deterrence
Site

Site Characteristics

Gloucester
Shire Council Stratford

Greater Taree
City Council Kiwarrak State
Forest









Dumping Characteristics

Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes
 Residents near the site had complained to
council numerous times leading up to the
trial. In the 3 months before installation
3
3.5m of waste was dumped.
 Following installation of the camera and
dummy camera, no further dumping
incidents occurred.
 Officers also met with nearby neighbours
and feel this may have also impacted on
the elimination of dumping at this site
(inferring waste was deposited by the
nearby community).
 5-8 dumping incidents with a combined
3
volume of 20.4m occurred over the 5
months of monitoring prior to installation
of measures.
 Following the installation of signage and
cameras, 4 incidents with a combined
3
volume of 5m were dumped.
 Camera clearly recorded number plates of
vehicles when they were within 20meters
of the camera.
 Anecdotal evidence indicates that the
signage, although placed at key entrances,
may not have been as visually eye
catching as could have been due to
installation on trees and at a height over 2
meters.

 A road reserve that stretches
between two residential roads.
The area is mowed and
maintained by Council and has
some trees and shrubs on the
surrounding edges.



Dumping has been reportedly
occurring at the site over a
number of months and nearby
residents have complained to
Council about removing at least
three dumping incidents.
Dumping usually consists of
household waste and some
building materials and
3
incidents are typically 2-4m .

 2 x Bushnell
cameras
 1 x Dummy camera
 2 x signs
 Clean up

Close proximity to the Council
Waste Facility and the suburb
of Purfleet.
Heavily vegetated with large
trees.
Relatively flat.
Numerous access points, used
as a thoroughfare to access the
forest.
Includes a main road and a
number of remote trials.



Known dumping hotspot for the
last several years.
Several tonnes of general waste
removed from the site prior to
the installation of measures.
Typical waste types dumped
include mixed household
refuse, garden waste, tyres,
sofas, plastic and abandoned
vehicles.
Common dumping locations are
scattered throughout the site
on either side of the main
tracks (Lantana Crossing Road
and Purfleet Rd) – or on side
tracks within a few metres of
the main track.

 Bushnell motion
sensor camera.
 Surveillance
signage.
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Deterrence
Site
Great Lakes
Council Darawakh

Lake Macquarie
City Council Weir Rd

Lake Macquarie
City Council Awaba

Site Characteristics

Dumping Characteristics

 Area surrounds a dirt road and
tracks, North of Council’s
Waste Management Facility.
 Large trees, scrub and wetland
areas occur at the site.
 Used by public to access the
Nature Reserve and
neighbouring beach for
recreational purposes.
 The dirt road has deteriorated
significantly in recent years,
reducing access and use.



 A small area between main
road and creek, with thick
vegetation in parts.
 An electricity easement to the
north of the site has been
gated off as part of Stage 1 of
the Regional Illegal Dumping
Deterrence Trial (See Stage 1
report for details).
 A dirt track extending for
several kilometres, within close
proximity to Council’s Waste
Management Facility.
 The road links with other dirt
tracks, but is not a legal access
for any particular user.











Dumping has reduced following
installation of signage and
mounds as part of Stage 1
Deterrence project. Prior to
Stage 1, approximately 94m3 of
dumping was removed from
the site and surrounding
properties and tracks.
Usually household, garden and
building waste and abandoned
vehicles.

Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

 2 x Bushnell
cameras.
 Existing signage.
 Previous clean up.

 The Darawakh site was trialled for the use
of cameras following on-going dumping
issues over many years. The use of the
cameras occurred after Stage 1 trial
activities.
 No dumping occurred in the 3 months
leading up to the camera installation.
 No dumping occurred during the trial
period.
 It is believed that the increased council
officer presence, the installation of
mounds (Stage 1 activity) and the
installation of cameras has made the use
of this site for dumping as unattractive for
offenders.
 3-4 dumping incidents occurred in the 3
months leading up to the installation of
3
measures leaving 2.25m of waste.
 No signage was used in conjunction with
the camera, as such no deterrence
impacts were noted, with 2 dumping
incidents occurring during the trial.
 The Bushnell camera was identified and
stolen in the last month of the trial.
 Common dumping ground, with some
3
40m of waste found on site prior to
installation.
 Cameras and signage was installed, and a
decrease in dumping incidents was noted,
but dumping still occurred.
 The Bushnell camera batteries drained
quickly, whilst the ‘Hide Me’ camera was
unable to capture night time images.

Approximately 1m of dumping
is estimated to occur most
months.
Mostly household, commercial
and garden waste.

 1x Bushnell
Camera.
 1x Hide Me camera
and custom
housing.
 Some clean up.

This site is considered by
Council Rangers to be the
worst illegal dumping site in
the LMCC LGA.
Dumping volumes are regularly
3
in the range of 5m per month.

 1x Bushnell
Camera.
 1x Hide Me camera
and custom
housing.
 1x Sign.

3
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Deterrence
Site
Maitland City
Council Rutherford

Maitland City
Council –
Melville Ford
Rd

Site Characteristics

Dumping Characteristics

 A reserve on the northern side
of a dead-end road and
including a number of dirt
tracks.
 Sparsely vegetated with large
trees and boarded on the east
by a railway line.



 A recreational reserve well
used by the public. Mostly
open and flat with surrounding
vegetation.







Muswellbrook
Shire Council Coal Rd

 Site located in close proximity
to Council’s Waste
Management Facility.
 Mainly grassland with some
trees and scrub.
 The area is used recreationally
and as a thoroughfare for
access to a Water Tower.
 Adjacent land also experiences
illegal dumping.






Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

In the 12 months prior to the
trial 6 reported illegal dumping
incidents occurred.
Mostly car trailer loads or truck
loads and typically consists of
mattresses, furniture, building
materials or car parts.

 1 x Bushnell
camera.
 1 x sign.
 Clean up.

In the last 12 months only one
recorded dumping incident
recorded but more were likely
to have occurred.
Mostly household and white
goods.

 1 x Bushnell
camera.
 1 x Dummy
camera.
 1 x sign.
 Clean up.

 This site receives about 6 dumping
3
incidents a year (over 2m each time),
although no dumping occurred during the
pre-installation monitoring period.
 No dumping re-occurred at the site where
cameras were installed during the trial
period, but a number of new dumping
incidents occurred further along the road.
 Issues were noted with excessive images
being taken and draining the camera
batteries quickly.
3
 1 incident of 1m was recorded during the
month prior to installation of signage.
 2 dumping incidents occurred after
installation of the signage and camera.
 Dummy camera was not installed with the
signage, but at a later date.
 The camera was stolen during the trial.
 Common dumping site with 1 incident
recorded in the week prior to installation
of camera.
 3 dumping incidents occurred after
installations of signs and camera.
 Sign was vandalised and camera was
stolen.
 Prior to theft, batteries had run down
(over 4 week period).

3

Dumping often 2-3m per
month.
In 2010 at least three 10
tonnes truckloads were
removed by Council.
Typically dumped materials
include household furniture,
mattresses and garden refuse.
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 2 x Bushnell
Cameras.
 1 x Dummy
camera.
 1 x Signs.

Deterrence
Site
Port Stephens
Council - Oyster
Cove

Wyong Shire
Council - Hue
Hue Rd

Site Characteristics

Dumping Characteristics

 A road reserve on both sides of
a road and extending along an
unnamed track to the east.
 The site has a number of
gateways and access points to
surrounding properties.
 Traffic volumes in the area are
low.



 In a road reserve beside a busy
road. A cleared dirt area
provides space for cars to pull
off and access to adjoining
properties.
 Surrounding vegetation exists
at the site and includes trees
and shrubs.
 The site is in close proximity to
Council’s Waste Facility.









In the 18 months prior to the
trial, 11 illegal dumping
incidents were reported to
Council.
Typical dumping types include
household and garden waste
and volumes are often in the
order of a 12-tonne tipper load
per incident.
Over the 12 months prior to
the trial, 8 illegal dumping
incidents were reported and
cleaned up.
Typical dumping types are
building and demolition waste
including fill.
3
Usually 1m per month, of the
size that a trailer or small truck
would dump.
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Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

 2 x Bushnell
cameras
 Existing signage
 Clean up

 A number of dumping incidents were
noted prior to the installation of cameras
3
(4m )
 During the monitoring period, 5 incidents
3
depositing 11m of waste was recorded.
 Evidence collected by the camera assisted
in 3 successful prosecutions.
 Short battery life was noted as an issue

 2 x Bushnell
cameras.
 1 x Sign.
 1 x Dummy
camera.
 Some clean up.

 3-4 incidents of illegal dumping were
recorded prior to installation, of some
3
4m of waste dumped.
 No further dumping occurred at this site,
but other dumping was noted on the
same road. The cameras also collected a
number of images of cars stopping at the
site, but no dumping activity occurred.
 The cameras were noted as being
sensitive.
 Both cameras were stolen.

Track Snap Camera
Observations on the use of the Track Snap Camera include:


The Track Snap camera was easy to hide due to the camouflaged housing.



The photograph settings capture clearer images than the video settings.



Images clearly showed licence plates when vehicles were within 10m.



Batteries needed to be replaced weekly.

Table 6: Description of the site, and outcomes from the trial of Track Snap cameras (please note that where a site was trialling multiple cameras, they are only
reported in one table).

Deterrence
Site
Greater Taree
City Council Harrington

Site Characteristics






Located on Crowdy Head Rd and is
part of a 400m long beach access track
with a small turning bay / car park at
the site entrance
Frequented by the public for
recreational purposes.
Site entrance bordered by dense, low
coastal vegetation.
Site is relatively flat.

Dumping Characteristics



Regular dumping site for small loads of
domestic or garden waste.
Most incidents occur less than a few
metres from the track access / car park
area within the low vegetation and in
grassy areas.
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Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

 Track Snap motion
sensor camera.
 Surveillance
signage.

 4-5 dumping incidents
3
totalling 6m of waste
occurred over the 7 months
prior to installation of
cameras.
 Some 2-4 incidents occurred
following installation of
signage and cameras, with
3
19m of waste deposited.
 Noted short battery life of
this camera model.

Predator Camera


The Predator camera is easy to use, but difficult to obtain consistent image quality.



The camera has battery life of 2 weeks in sites were a high volume of images are taken.



Best quality images were captured when the camera was placed close to the ground.

Table 7: Description of the site, and outcomes from the trial of Predator cameras (please note that where a site was trialling multiple cameras, they are only reported
in one table).

Deterrence
Site
Gosford City
Council Katandra

Site Characteristics








Located on Toomeys Rd, parkland area
overlooking the plateau (including St
John’s Lookout) to numerous
bushwalks and the Katandra Reserve.
Site is utilised regularly by the public
for recreational activities such as
picnicking and walking.
Contains many large trees and open
grassy areas
Flat but drops off steeply at the southeastern edge of the site.
Existing access controls are in place to
prevent vehicles from accessing the
Site (pole and rock barriers).

Dumping Characteristics




Dumping at this site had been
occurring for a number of months
prior to the trial and was of particular
concern to council due to the majority
of dumping occurring over the lookout
and presenting a safety issue to
bushwalkers and council staff.
Commonly dumped waste is E-waste
such as computers and televisions, and
general household waste.
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Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

 Predator motion
sensor camera.
 surveillance
signage.

 5-11 incidents with a
3
combined volume of 13m
occurred over the 5 months
of pre-installation
monitoring.
 No dumping occurred
following the installation of
cameras and signage.

Deterrence
Site
Gosford City
Council - Mt
Ettalong

Site Characteristics




Located off Patonga Drive and is a
small public car park for users of the
Mt Ettalong Reserve and lookout (a
popular picnic and bush-walking spot)
as well as providing access to the
water tower.
The access road to the Site is quite
steep with vegetation on both sides.

Dumping Characteristics







Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

 Predator motion
sensor camera.
 dummy camera.
 surveillance
signage.

 7-9 dumping incidents with
3
a combined volume of 17m
occurred over the 5 months
prior to installation.
 Following installation of
camera, 2-3 dumping
incidents with a combined
3
volume of 4m .
 Camera did not capture any
images of the incidents.
 Resident did note dumping
and contacted councils
following reading of the sign
at site.

Litter and rubbish removed on a
weekly basis.
Regular dumping types include garden
waste, household goods, tyres, cars,
etc.
Regular dumping of domestic volumes
(car trailer loads or less) of household
and garden waste.
Dumping occurs around the edges of
the car park area.

Hide Me Camera
Observations on the use of the Hide Me Cam include:


Small and easily hidden in vegetation or posts and bollards.



The camera, if placed in a location with vegetation close to the sensor, was having the batteries drain quickly due to large numbers of images
being captures as the vegetation moved with the wind. Batteries would typically only record 300-500 images (GTCC).



When battery went flat, a laptop was required in field to recalibrate settings on camera (MCC).



The camera is not waterproof so leaks through custom-made housing were experienced, as was condensation within the camera housing.



Lack of night-time capability resulted in loss of opportunity to collect evidence of night-time incidents (LMCC, MCC, GTCC). If number-plate
lights are present on vehicles, images of registration may be obtained at night but were blurry (GTCC).
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Table 8: Description of the site, and outcomes from the trial of Hide Me cameras (please note that where a site was trialling multiple cameras, they are only reported
in one table).

Deterrence
Site
Greater Taree
City Council Crows Nest
Road

Site Characteristics
 An area of State Forest with dirt roads
used recreationally and as a
thoroughfare.
 Heavily forested and relatively flat.

Dumping Characteristics





43 dumping incidents recorded over
12 months prior to the trial.
Usually mixed household refuse,
garden waste, and abandoned
vehicles.
Usually trailer loads of waste. An
3
estimated 2-3m dumping per month.

Lake Macquarie
City Council Wyee Rd

 A track through an electricity
easement that is now gated part way
along (as part of Stage 1 of the trial).
 Vegetation surrounding the track
includes reasonably dense trees and
shrubs and a high incidence of weed
infestation.
 Relatively flat and not easily seen from
the busy Wyee Rd.



Approximately 2-4m of monthly
dumping over 6 months during Stage
1of the trial. Following the
construction of a sturdy gate and
fencing dumping levels were reduced
and restricted to the area in front of
the gate.

Lake Macquarie
City Council West Wallsend

 An unnamed road (and road reserve)
that continues for 500m, leading
under the Freeway before becoming
dirt. The road is used as an access way
for RTA but largely has no legitimate
public use.




Commonly 1m dumping per month.
Dumping types are typically building
waste, mixed household refuse and
garden waste.

3

3
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Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

 2 x Hide Me
cameras.
 Surveillance
signage.

 Indeterminate incidents of
3
dumping of 20m of waste
occurred prior to
installation of camera.
 1 incident of dumping
occurred during the trial
and the offender was
captured on film and fined.
 Officers noted the camera
had a short battery life (2
weeks).
 Installed at gate installed
during stage 1 activities.
 No dumping occurred
during monitoring period,
but cannot be attributed to
camera as no signage was
installed.
 Officer though the camera
easy to hide, use and
maintain.
 16 dumping incidents with a
3
combined volume of 33m
occurred over the 3 months
prior to installation.
3
 3 incidents of 5m of waste
occurred during monitoring
period, actual dumping site
was different from previous
sites, so no images were
captured on film.

 1x Hide Me camera
and custom
housing.

 1x Hide Me camera
and custom
housing.
 1 x Bushnell
camera.
 1x Sign.
 Some clean up.

Deterrence
Site
Maitland City
Council Thornton

Site Characteristics
 The site is a road reserve and also an
electricity easement. A row of trees
along the roadside means that the site
is not very visible to passing traffic.

Dumping Characteristics




In the 12 months prior to the trial, 10
illegal dumping incidents were
reported.
Typical waste types dumped include
household refuse, mattresses and
building waste. Trailer and truck loads
are the typical size of incidents.
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Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

 1 x Hide me camera
in custom made
housing.
 1 x Dummy
camera.
 1 x Sign.
 Clean up.

 No dumping occurred in the
3 months prior to the
camera installation.
3
 6 incidents of 14.5m of
waste occurred during the
monitoring period.
 Officers experienced issues
with image quality, battery
life and sensitivity of trigger
with the Hide Me camera.

Acorn Camera
Observations on the use of the Acorn Camera include:


Council staff describe the camera as ‘easy to use’.



The camera housing is waterproof and weatherproof.



The camera can send images through MMS to council providing the possibility of quick response. It was discovered that the costs associated
with the number of images being sent were quite high, especially as the majority of images were related to vegetation movement rather than
dumping activity.



The Acorn camera is able to take pictures at night, although there was a limited number of councils that recorded good quality images taken at
night.



The camera is difficult to hide as so much of camera needs to be showing for it to function at night (MSC, LMCC, CCC).



It is difficult to check cameras, especially in trees, without being ‘noticed’ by passing traffic/ people (CCC, MCC, GSC).



The camera, if placed in a location with vegetation close to the sensor, was having the batteries drain quickly due to large numbers of images
being captures as the vegetation moved with the wind.

Table 9: Description of the site, and outcomes from the trial of Acorn cameras (please note that where a site was trialling multiple cameras, they are only reported in
one table).

Deterrence
Site
Port Stephens
Council Fullerton Cove

Site Characteristics
 The site is a road reserve on the
corner of two rarely used lanes.
 The site is surrounded by tall trees and
is flat.

Dumping Characteristics




In the 18 months prior to the trial, 10
illegal dumping incidents were
reported to Council.
Typical dumping types include
mattresses, household waste and
demolition waste volumes are often in
the order of an 8-tonne tipper load
per incident.
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Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

 1 x Acorn Camera.
 1 x Bushnell
camera.
 Existing signage.
 Clean up.

 4m of waste was dumped
prior to installation of
camera.
3
 4 dumping incidents of 5m
occurred during monitoring
period.
 All offences captured
images and led to fines.
 Noted short battery life.
3

Deterrence
Site
Port Stephens
Council Tomago

Site Characteristics
 An abandoned storage area on Roads
and Traffic Authority land off the
Pacific Highway.
 Although previously gated, vandalism
and access breaches have occurred for
some time and the gate is no longer
locked.

Dumping Characteristics


Dumping a recent problem with at
least 3 incidents in the last 6 months,
all involving the dumping of truckloads
of mattresses.
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Measures tested

Observations / Outcomes

 1 x Acorn Camera.
 1 x Bushnell
camera.

 No signage installed with
camera, so no deterrence as
camera is small.
 1 dumping incident of 300
mattresses occurred, but
not within site of camera.
 MMS feature cost too much
to utilise as large number of
images captured from
vegetation and animal
movement.
 Short battery life.

Trial Outcomes

5.

The deterrence measures trial, although only occurring on limited sites for a relatively short
period of time, has provided some insight into the suitability of a number of deterrence
options utilised by councils to deter illegal dumping activities.
After reviewing the results of the trial, a number of key observations have been made:


Sites with limited need or no need for public to access could be permanently closed
by hard engineering methods (e.g. gates, fences, mounds, revegetation, etc.).



Sites that need to allow access to specific groups (e.g. utility providers, Rural Fire
Service, etc.) could be closed using gates with keys only provided to appropriate
users.



Sites where public access is allowed could utilise soft engineering methods such as
signage and surveillance cameras, or could utilise gates that are effectively
controlled over night.



All hard engineering options trialled, when installed to specifications, stopped access
through these previous access points.



A combination of measures may prove more effective at deterring, or identifying
offenders (e.g. installation of a gate in combination with surrounding fencing or
concrete blocks, and placement of one or more cameras to capture offenders as
they dump in a new, defined location).



The use and effectiveness of surveillance camera’s is dependent on the attributes of
the camera, the ongoing maintenance of the camera, the correct placement of the
camera, and the security of the camera (to reduce theft).

The trial has identified there area number of inter-related considerations necessary to
determine what deterrence measure, or what combination of measures will be most
effective at specific sites. When determining what deterrence measures to utilise at
different illegal dumping hot-spots consider the following:


Site usage considerations – Is the site used frequently by the general public? Is the
site only accessed by specific user groups (e.g. 4WD clubs)? Does the site need to
allow pubic access?



Site accessibility – Is the site closed in and easily confined with natural barriers or
vegetation? Or does the site have open boundaries allowing easy access through
multiple locations?



Dumping characteristics – Is the waste dumped of commercial in size and nature
indicating access made by large heavy vehicles, or smaller household piles indicating
smaller vehicles were used to access the site?



Management resources – What budget is available to design, install and maintain
deterrence measures? What staff resources are available to actively monitor and
patrol sites or deterrence measures? Is there a local community or community
group commonly utilising the site that may be able to assist with monitoring
activities?
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5.1

Key lessons learnt during the trial

The trial identified a number of issues to be considered when determining which measure,
or combination of measures should be installed to deter illegal dumping activities. Table 10
provides details on the key lessons learnt during the deterrence measure trial.
Table 10: Key lessons learnt during the trail.
Measure

Key lessons

Physical barriers
(fences, bollards,
mounds, gates or
concrete blocks)

Physical barriers are most effective when:

Earth mounds

Revegetation



they are installed to ensure access cannot easily be created by
either going around, or through the measure. Ensure
adequate barriers exist at the extremities, barriers could be
existing fences, walls, established vegetation or may require
the installation of added barriers such as logs, rock, fences
etc.



the distance between fence posts or bollards is less than the
width of an average car, so the fence / cables cannot simply
be cut to enable access through the deterrence measure.



an appropriate key management system is in place, to ensure
gates are always locked, and only limited, trusted officers
have access to the keys.



joined together by cabling.

Earth mounds are most effective when:


constructed with a solid core (concrete blocks or similar)
which creates a steep face eliminating the possibility for
4WDs to negotiate the mound.



layers of compacted clay are applied over the core. The clay
layers enable the mound to keep its shape over time.



Installed with drainage that directs surface waters away from
the mound and neighbouring vegetation.



mounds are not located too close to nearby tree root systems
and will therefore not cause trees to die off.



planted with endemic vegetation.



appropriate additional measures at the extremities which
reduce the likelihood of the mounds being driven around.

Revegetation is most effective when:


it occurs in conjunction with other measures, such as blocks,
rock or logs, and is allowed to establish and grow into a
natural barrier.



locally relevant native species are used.



an active monitoring and maintenance system is
implemented, that not only ensures no dumping or access has
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Measure

Key lessons
occurred, but can ensure the plants are healthy and will
provide the physical barrier as desired.

Signage and
community
engagement

Surveillance cameras

Signage and community engagement is most effective when:


used in sites where council is active (either through increased
patrols, installation of physical barriers, or referencing the use
of surveillance cameras).



wording on signage indicates that council is utilising
surveillance cameras. Wording such as “This area is under
camera surveillance to detect illegal dumping” was used at
sites that saw a decrease in dumping activities in comparison
to sites that had signs with this wording, “this area is being
monitored for illegal dumping”.



signage is located at all known access points to the site, to
ensure all users of the site are aware of the issue and councils
ongoing management of the site.



signs are made ‘graffiti proof’ or easily repairable in the
instance of vandalism.

Surveillance cameras are most effective when:


used in conjunction with signage, as covert (hidden) cameras
are not a deterrent, as it is not known they are in use.



officers responsible for the cameras are appropriately trained
in the placement and use of the specific camera model used.
Each camera has its own pros and cons, and it is necessary to
understand the conditions at which each model is most
effective.



The cameras are actively maintained to ensure the camera
batteries are charged, camera memory is available and
camera has not been stolen or vandalised.



used in conjunction with measures that create a physical
barrier to previous dumping sites and become a new
‘dumping location’.



Cameras are used in tandem, this provides reasonably full
coverage of a site, and, when cameras are facing each other,
will assist in identifying vandals or thieves.
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6.

Illegal Dumping Deterrence Framework

Based on observations and lessons learnt during the trial, an illegal dumping deterrence
Framework has been developed to assist councils with the planning and implementation of
illegal dumping deterrence activities into the future.
The deterrence measure trial, although not extensive, did provide valuable insight into the
effectiveness of different deterrence measures, and how these measures could be utilised in
concert with each other to provide protection of sites from illegal access and illegal dumping
activities.
Following the review of the trial outcomes from each of the 28 sites involved in the trial, 3
different management scenarios were identified:
4. Installation of measures to completely eliminate vehicular access to a site (figure 1);
5. Installation of measures to control vehicular access to a site (either by sectors of the
community or times of the day) (figure 2); and
6. Installation of measures to deter illegal dumping activities on unrestricted land (i.e.
open parkland or road reserve) (figure 3).

The management scenarios described above provide decision trees that will assist council
officers to determine which of the measures trialled, may be suitable for use in different
circumstances.
When utilising the management scenarios depicted in Figures 1-3, it is necessary to
understand the characteristics of the parcel of land to be protected by the measures, and
the dumping characteristics (which provide information about the frequency of use of the
site, and the type of vehicles entering the site). The management scenarios then provide
direction on the deterrence measures that, based on trial observations, are most
appropriately implemented to deter dumping. It should be noted these are a guide only,
and there may be specific site issues, or resource issues that require the implementation of
measures not included in the management scenarios.
It is likely, that to provide adequate control on a site, the integration of the three
management scenarios will be necessary.
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Figure 1: Management scenarios flowchart when all access to the site is to be eliminated.
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Figure 2: Management scenarios flowchart when controlled access to the site is required.
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Figure 3: Management scenarios flowchart when public access to the site is unrestricted.
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7.

Conclusion

The deterrence measure project trialled a variety of measures that either (i) eliminated
access to sites, (ii) controlled access to sites or (iii) provided an disincentive to dumping
activities by increasing the likelihood of being caught breaking the law.
Observations during the trial identified which measures may be more suitable depending on
which management control is required. Depending on the site to be protected, and the
dumping experienced, it is likely that a number of measures, used in concert, will provide
the most effective deterrent to dumping.
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10.

Attachment - Comparison of Motion Sensor Cameras

Five motion-sensor camera models were trialled during the project. Specifications and observations of these are provided below. Please note
that details of the Predator camera are not included as the manufacturer is no longer operating.
‘Hide Me’ Cam

Acorn MMS Camera Ltl-52010M

Bushnell Trophy Cam 119455C & 119467C

TrackSnap Digital Eye

Similar in functionality to Bushnell
although batteries sometimes used
quicker. MMS function expensive due
to volume of images taken (many
hundreds per day).

Evidence was obtained by the camera at
two sites, enabling enforcement action.
Officers found the camera easy to use but
hard to hide due to large size.

Council found the battery life poor
on this model, although the camera
was utilised on a reasonably busy
road, so was taking a large number
of images which quickly drained the
batteries.

Pictures of
camera

Hide Me Cam circuit board (left) similar to ‘Farm Cam’ used with
external Digilant remote sensor
(right)
Summary of
trial results

Councils found this model to be
easy to hide, but ineffective at
night time due to no night vision
mode. The camera was found to
trigger often and staff
responsible for placement
needed to be effectively trained
to ensure located appropriately
to get clear images, and not be
triggered by vegetation and
animal movement..
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A stolen camera was retrieved due to
footage from another Bushnell at the site
showing rego plates.

‘Hide Me’ Cam

Acorn MMS Camera Ltl-52010M

Bushnell Trophy Cam 119455C & 119467C

TrackSnap Digital Eye

Indicative
cost

$700 (inc GST)

$400 - $500 (inc GST)

$400-$500 (inc GST)

$950 - $1100 (inc GST)

Accessories

Comes with a rechargeable
battery pack, however a ‘rapid
charger’ and spare battery pack
needs to be purchased to allow
for charging when leaving camera
in field.

Comes with 2GB SD card

Standard woven nylon belt provided to fix
to pole / tree (no security)

4G memory Stick,

Comes with SD card.

Accessories to purchase separately:
-

Lockable Anti Theft Box ($50)

-

Python cable lock ($35)

-

4AA batteries

Need to purchase separately:
-

SD card;

-

SD card reader also needs to be
purchased to avoid the need to
remove camera to plug into
computer;

-

Batteries (4AA in old model, 4-12
AA in Black LED model)

Camouflage casing and locking
cable, 9V battery included

Resolution
(MegaPixels
)

JPEG compressed VGA
(640x480pixels)

12MP

Up to 5MP in old model, 8MP in Black LED
model

Up to 12MP

Optimum
distance for
number
plate

Untested

Untested

Photos - <10m

Photos <25m

Video - <5m

Video <5m

Activation
time

Untested

Said to be 1 second

Said to be <1second

Field tests indicate activation occurs when
cars are about 15m past (at 20kmph)

Field test indicate activation occurs
when cars are about 15m past (at
20kmph)

Said to be 1.2 seconds - untested
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‘Hide Me’ Cam

Acorn MMS Camera Ltl-52010M

Bushnell Trophy Cam 119455C & 119467C

TrackSnap Digital Eye

Instruction
manual &
general user
friendliness

Complicated set up –
demonstration provided by
supplier.

Easy to use – similar to Bushnell
camera.

Great instructions with trouble shooting
section. Generally easy to use.

Came with a link to two online
manuals - one for the sensor device
and one for the Sony camera.

Night use

No flash or night use ability

Yes has IR LED

Old model used red LED for night vision
which was able to be seen (as red light) if
looking directly at camera.

Yes – IR model available

Anti Theft
Features

Easy to hide – custom made
waterproof housing required

Approximately 15cm tall, so quite easy
to hide at sites with vegetation,
dumped materials or structures that
provide ‘hiding places’.

Approximately 15cm tall, so quite easy to
hide at sites with vegetation, dumped
materials or structures that provide ‘hiding
places’.

Lockable cable for attaching to
trees/ poles

Said to be up to 6 months. Field tests
show batteries can be flattened within
weeks (at sites with lots of ‘triggers’
e.g. wind, fauna).

Said to be several months (180 days)

Said to be 370 shots

Field tests show batteries last anywhere
from a week to 4 months (the latter when
taking up to 3000 photos a week but using
4 lithium batteries).

Field tests show batteries seem to
last a highly variable amount of
time (even when similar numbers
of photos are being taken) and was
often flat after one week of use.

Battery life

Tiny switches for settings are not
user-friendly - require reference to
manual frequently. To replace
battery in camera you need to
unclip which is a bit difficult.

Field tests show batteries can be
flattened within 1-2 weeks
(taking 300-500 images)

NB the Black LED model seemed to use
batteries quicker. It takes up to 12 batteries
and at least 8 are recommended (to last
more than 2-4 weeks)
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Camouflage casing

‘Hide Me’ Cam

Acorn MMS Camera Ltl-52010M

Bushnell Trophy Cam 119455C & 119467C

TrackSnap Digital Eye

Example
images

Example images at:

Example images available at:

Photo – zoomed in:

Photo – zoomed in:

http://www.catchem.com.au/ph
otoalbum.htm

http://www.trailcameras.com.au/vide
os_one.htm

Other user
comments

LMCC, MCC - The risk of being
‘noticed’ by passing traffic/
people when checking cameras is
reduced
with
this
model
(especially when Hide Me cams
are in bollards that people may
expect an officer is ‘maintaining’,
providing a ranger uniform is not
being worn).

Only trialled by one council at two
sites – similar functionality (and issues)
to Bushnell camera. MMS function not
worthwhile due to large number of
images sent (hundreds per day).
Network costs associated with this
number of images make the
functionality unrealistic and most
images contain nothing (triggered by
vegetation and fauna movement).

MCC - extremely easy to use, waterproof
and able to take pictures at night.

GTCC – Initially fiddly but easy to
use once familiar with setup.
Sturdy and secure due to lockable
cable. Some inconsistency in
triggering encountered and
batteries often needed changing
weekly (especially the internal Sony
camera battery).

MCC - Problems frequently
occurred with camera ‘overtriggering’
and
flattening
batteries within weeks (reduced
when grass in front trimmed).
When battery went flat, a laptop

MSC, LMCC - The camera is very difficult to
hide as so much of camera needs to be
showing for it to function at night.
GSC, LMCC - Problems encountered taking
quality night time images (note GLC
obtained several successful night images).
GLC - Better performance (less triggering)
encountered when camera placed on
ground level rather than in shrub and
within pull of area rather than close to main
road.
LMCC - Camera had to be positioned, off
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‘Hide Me’ Cam

Acorn MMS Camera Ltl-52010M

Bushnell Trophy Cam 119455C & 119467C

was required in field to
recalibrate settings on camera
(MCC)

the ground, in line with the registration
plate (and almost direct facing it) to obtain
a quality image

GTCC - The camera is not
waterproof so leaks through
custom-made housing are a risk
(GTCC encountered a leak but no
damage occurred). Condensation
in camera housing can also be a
problem (MCC solved through
use of dehydration tablets).

GTCC - Date stamp on images useful for
admissibility in court. Takes time to scroll
through images but this isn’t necessary if
there is no dumping. The photo setting was
more useful than the video setting as the
resolution of images is better.
SCA - Installed signs (surveillance is used in
the area) at all access ways, which enables
the cameras to be moved throughout site.
Never had any problems with admissibility
in Court - need to follow Chain of Custody
procedure as per other evidence to show
who has had access to the cameras and the
images.
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TrackSnap Digital Eye

